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Type Grading Description

Est $A

GREAT BRITAIN - Postal History
703

704

705

706

C

Mostly pre-stamp & a few stampless outers & entires including 1695 naval entire with London Bishop Mark, 1741
entire with reasonable Dockwra h/s, 1788 Welsh outer, 1794 Irish entire with superb Dublin Bishop Mark, 1833 with
very fine 'No 4'-in box, good Birmingham content, various Penny Post 2-line handstamps, etc, condition variable. (54)

Lot 704

CPS

C

C

250

Selection of covers including Mulready 1d Envelope used with 'T.P./Chief Office' b/s, 1d Letter Sheet unused & 2d
Envelope unused plus a Deraedemaker caricature envelope on yellow stock, 1859 to South Australia with No Letters
6d (pulled perf) & undated 'WITHAM-HULL' b/s, 1867 to Victoria with 6d tied by superb Dublin duplex, 1879 mourning
cover to Victoria etc, condition variable but the Mulreadies are fine to very fine; also Royal Mail Millennium FDCs.

A-

A

600

Lot 705

1853 trans-Atlantic outer with attractive franking of Embossed 1/- x2 - a severed vertical pair both cut-square with
virtually full margins, one just shaved at the top - tied by indistinct cancels of 'BARNSLEY/OC20/1853' (cds in blue
alongside), to New York with Liverpool cds & L/OC21/A' backstamps and American 'PAID' & '10' h/s both in red on
the face, Cat £1900 for a single on cover.

1,000

Lot 706

1863 (Jan 21) cover endorsed "Registered" & "No Value" to "Pinnacle Reef/Forbes/New South Wales" endorsed "To
be left at the Forbes Post Office" with 'EAST-SHEEN' b/s, 4d & 9d tied by 'LONDON SW - SW/16' duplex,
'REGISTERED/LONDON' d/s & '[crown]/REGISTERED' h/s both in red, Sydney transit & 'FORBES' arrival b/s, boxed
'ADVERTISED/UNCLAIMED' h/s of Sydney & superb straight-line 'UNCLAIMED' h/s in red. A delightful registered
post restante cover. [Goldmining: Pinnacle Reef was an open-cut & underground gold mine near Forbes]

1,000T
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707

C

708

PS

A

Est $A

Lot 707

1885 cover to an army officer at Singapore with very fine 5d green (Cat £350 on cover) tied by 'STOCKWELL
SW/SP4/85 - 27/B' duplex, largely very fine double-circle 'PENANG-AND-SINGAPORE/1/OC/85/PAID' marine sorter
b/s, a couple of insignificant blemishes.

350T

Ex Lot 708

POSTAL CARDS: Selection on display pages including 1870 ½d usage on First Day of Issue, 1882 De La Rue
'INLAND REVENUE/CERTIFYING STAMP' essay, postal markings including 1871 "clipped" at Manchester, 1873
arrowhead perfin at Liverpool, etc, generally fine to very fine. Ex Keith Harrison. (20)

1,000T

